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Background: The present study aimed to compare the clinical efficacy and safety profile of
Ziferon and Betaferon.
Objectives: In total, 41 consecutive patients with relapsing forms of Multiple Sclerosis
(MS) were selected from the MS outpatient clinic affiliated to Tehran University of Medical
Sciences. The patients were randomly assigned into two groups.
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Methods: Each group either received Ziferon 250 mcg Subcutaneously (SC) in alternate
days or Betaferon 250 mcg SC on alternate days. Clinical and para-clinical outcomes, such
as mean relapse rate/year score, mean Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)/year score,
the cumulative number, and the volume of gadolinium-enhancing lesions, in addition to the
cumulative number of new T2 lesions and safety profile were evaluated for each group during
the years of treatment.
Results: There were no significant differences in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
outcomes (change in total lesion volume, new lesion per T2-weighted scan, and gadoliniumenhancing lesions per T1-weighted scan from baseline; P=0.236, P=0.56, & P=0.496,
respectively was observed). There was no significant difference in the relapse rate between
Ziferon and Betaferon treated groups (P=0.56). There were no unexpected safety events. The
number of patients who discontinued the study due to adverse events occurrence was similar
between the two groups.
Conclusion: Evidence demonstrates the non-inferiority and bio-similarity of Ziferon
(interferon beta-1b) to Betaferon in terms of efficacy and safety profile.
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Introduction

nterferon-beta (INF-β) is among the most critical immunomodulatory agents used for treating the Relapsing-Remitting (RR) form of
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) disease [1, 2]. This
natural polypeptide product is mainly created
by fibroblasts. The inhibition of T-lymphocyte proliferation, conversion of inflammatory response to an anti-inflammatory response of cytokines, and decreased permeability of inflammatory cells to the blood-brain barrier
are assumed to be the significant anti-inflammatory effects of INF-β. The recombinant types of INF-β, namely
interferon β-1a or interferon β-1b, are available and applied for treating RRMS [3-6].

Eligible patients were aged 18–50 years and had relapsing MS meeting 2005 McDonald criteria, with or without underlying progression, with an Expanded Disability
Status Scale (EDSS) score of ≤5.5, who had a history of
at least two relapses in the last two years, and no relapse
within past 30 days before randomization.

INF β-1b is administered at a dose of 250 mcg subcutaneously every other day. The INF-β efficacy can be
determined based on the rate and severity of clinical relapses, or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) changes,
as markers of disease activity [7, 8]. Clinical relapses are
usually associated with, and more often occur prior to the
signs of disease activity, in MRI data, including hyper-intense lesions on T1-weighted post-gadolinium (Gd) scan
series; new enlarging or extending old T2 lesions; or new
T1 hypo-intense lesions pre-Gd scan series [9].

Patients were excluded if they had other relevant diseases, and were pregnant, breastfeeding, or planned to
conceive during the study, or if they previously or concomitantly had received cytotoxic therapy, other INF-β
therapy, or Glatiramer acetate within the six months of
randomization, or ever used Natalizumab or other immunosuppressive agents and clinically relevant cardiovascular, hepatic (except Gilbert syndrome), neurological (except RRMS), renal (Serum creatinine >1.1) or
other major systemic diseases, significantly impaired
bone marrow function or significant anemia, leukopenia
or thrombocytopenia, a history of allergic or hypersensitivity reaction to other INFs products, a history of suicidal ideation or attempts, or any recorded condition or
circumstance interfering with the investigator's opinion,
compliance, or completion of the study.

Ziferon (INF-β-1b) is made by Zistdaru Danesh Biopharmaceutical Company. Ziferon belongs to a group of
natural proteins produced by eukaryotic cells in response
to viral infection and other biologic agents. According to
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommendation, a comparative clinical study is necessary for manufacturers to support bio-similarity between the proposed
product and the reference product [10].

We determined two primary efficacy outcomes, including Annualized Relapse Rate (ARR) and mean EDSS
score changes. Additionally, the primary safety outcome
was the occurrence of adverse effects. MRI outcomes,
including changes in the total lesion volume, new lesion per T2-weighted scan, and gadolinium-enhancing
lesions per T1-weighted scan from baseline, were considered as the secondary result of the study.

Ziferon demonstrated reduced clinical exacerbation
rates in patients with a relapsing form or those who have
experienced a first clinical episode of MS. The present
study aimed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of Ziferon
as a Betaferon bio-similar product in patients with relapsing MS to indicate the non-inferiority of this product.

In total, 32 patients randomly assigned into each treatment group would have provided 80% power to detect
30% of the changes in EDSS at the two-tailed significance level of α=0.05 and a standard deviation of 0.50.
The number of samples considered for data analysis at
the end of the study was 41 patients.

Patients and Methods

An independent, specially trained, and certified examining neurologist determined all EDSS scores and
conducted all functional system assessments. Both treating and examining neurologists were unaware of treatment assignments; EDSS scores were determined at the
screening time, at baseline visit, every four weeks after
baseline visit, and at unscheduled visits when patients
referred to the clinic for assessing potential relapse.

This prospective, randomized, double-blind, comparative trial was conducted on the patients recruited from
Sina Center of Tehran University of Medical Sciences.
After the screening phase, eligible patients were randomly assigned into two groups (in a 1:1 ratio) to receive
either Ziferon or Betaferon for 96 weeks. Randomization
was performed by employing a permuted-block randomization schedule with stratification based on the treatment
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product type. During the study, the investigators and
sponsor agreed to maintain the confidentiality of the data.
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MRI scans were obtained based on the study protocol at
the baseline and at weeks 24, 48, 72, and 108 of the study;
imaging data were collected at MRI facilities and provided to the central MRI Analysis of Sina Center for processing and data extraction. The study patients were requested
to contact their treating investigator immediately if becoming suspicious of any relapse. Furthermore, they requested to visit the center within seven days of symptom
onset. Suspected and confirmed relapses could be treated
by administrating intravenous glucocorticoids for three to
five days; after that, oral steroids should be started and
tapered for two weeks after the onset of symptoms.
The study patients were requested to visit the study site
within 14 days after the trial onset, to being examined by
the examining neurologist. Safety was evaluated based
on adverse events reported by the study participants or
investigators. Laboratory tests were conducted at the
time of screening, at baseline, every week of the first
month of study, every two weeks for the second month,
and monthly until the study completion.
Physical and neurologic examinations were performed
weekly in the first month, followed by every four weeks.
Clinical and para-clinical data and safety profiles were
compared between the two groups using the Chi-squared
test. Fisher’s exact P-value was calculated as needed.
Marginal models with Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) were used to compare between-group MRI
lesion volume measurements. Moreover, considering
identity link function and Auto-Regressive (AR1) working correlation matrix, P<0.05 was set as statistically significant. SPSS was used for data analysis.

Results
In total, 41 patients were randomly assigned into two
treatment groups from January 2011 to April 2015;
20(49%) and 21(51%) of them were exposed to Betaferon and Ziferon medications, respectively. Figure 1
illustrates a flow chart of patients’ assignments, including the number of patients who were randomized and
completed the study, and those who discontinued their
participation (with their reasons). A majority of studied patients were female [37(90%) of 41 patients], and
4(10%) of them were male. All included patients had
Iranian nationality without any racial differences.
In both INF-β-1b groups, the relapse rate decreased, and
no difference was found between the two study groups
(P=0.56). Mean changes from baseline to endpoint time
in total EDSS score did not significantly differ between
the two study groups (P=0.81). hanges in total lesion vol-

ume, new lesion per T2-weighted scan, and gadoliniumenhancing lesions per T1-weighted scan from baseline,
did not significantly differ between the two study groups
(P=0.236, P=0.56, and P=0.496, respectively).
Due to group differences in lesion volume at baseline, lesion volume changes were periodically (every 6 months)
assessed and analyzed. No difference was found between
the two groups in this regard (P=0.58) (Table 1). In total, 7
patients discontinued consuming the prescribed medicine,
in Betaferon and Ziferon groups. Major reasons were adverse events occurrence, unavailable follow-up data, and
disease progression, respectively. No differences were
found in the proportion of dropouts among the treatment
groups at various time points.
The minimum duration of exposure to the treatment
dose was 5 weeks. The majority of included patients
completed more than half (90%) of planned follow-up
visits. Moreover, 41 of them completed the study period (24 months). Patients who were enrolled in the trial
received the same dose of INF-β-1-b as 250 mcg (both
products). All studied patients who received at least one
dose of each product were considered in safety analysis.
Similar proportions of patients in both INF groups
experienced Adverse Events (AEs) (70% and 71.4%
for Betaferon and Ziferon, respectively). In addition,
the frequency of adverse events leading to the discontinuation of consuming study medication was the same
between the 2 groups (15% and 14.3%). The most frequent adverse events (≥10% in each group) were flu-like
syndrome, injection site reaction, liver test abnormalities, headache, and depression. Overall, the occurrence
of common AEs was similar in both treatment groups
(Table 2). No deaths were reported.
A similar incidence of serious AEs was noted across
the groups. Injection site reaction was the most frequent
cause of treatment discontinuation (28.6%). No significant AEs leading to permanent treatment discontinuation,
significant additional concomitant therapy, or deaths were
observed, other than the serious reported AEs.
For all common AEs with INF-βeta-1-b, reported cases
were generally resolved with continued treatment, and
discontinuation rates were low. The study medications'
effects on laboratory evaluations, such as liver enzymes
and hematological variables, were similar.
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60 patients screened
for eligibility criteria
Enrollment

19 excluded
10 not meeting inclusion criteria
5 decline to participate
4 other reasons

Allocation

41 randomly assigned
into 2 groups

21 received
Betaferon

7 dropped

7 dropped

Follow-up
Analysis

20 received
Ziferon

3 adverse effect
3 missed at follow-up
1 inefficacy

4 adverse effect
2 missed at followup
1 inefficacy

14 finalized
the study

13 finalized
the study

Figure 1. Patient flow chart

Discussion
Biosimilars are described as biological products with
high similarity to the reference product and minor alterations; they have no clinical differences regarding efficacy, purity, and safety concerns. Because of intrinsic
structural complexity and immunogenicity differences
between biosimilar and innovator products, comparative

clinical data are required to support their interchangeability [11, 12]. Therefore, the present study aimed to determine the non-inferiority of Ziferon, as the biosimilar
product, and Betaferon, as the reference product.
The obtained data suggested no significant difference
in primary and secondary endpoints between Ziferon
and Betaferon treated groups. Significant findings of the

Table 1. Comparing MRI lesion volume measurements
Volume

Mean± Std Error
Betaferon

Ziferon

Baseline

8992.65±1240.00

12867.40±3291.49

6th Month

8903.91±1221.07

13059.10±2761.29

12th Month

7044.62±834.62

11194.59±3111.93

18th Month

6102.22±712.79

12247.00±3879.84

24th Month

6190.20±807.01

17680.73±12730.55

*Based on the marginal model for the comparison of the two groups
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Table 2. Overview of the most common adverse events of INF-β-1b in two study groups*
Adverse events

No. (%)

P*

Betaferon

Ziferon

Flu-like symptoms

13 (65%)

11 (52.4%)

0.91

Injection Site Reaction

14 (65%)

14 (66.7%)

0.70

Liver test abnormalities

1 (5%)

3 (14.3%)

0.31

Headache

8 (40%)

6 (28.6%)

0.38

Depression

4 (20%)

4 (19%)

0.32

* Statistical test used for comparison was the Chi-squared test.

study were similar in terms of decreased relapse rate.
MRI is an acceptable marker for treatment monitoring
in clinical trials [9, 13, 14]. Based on MRI findings,
treatment with Ziferon also reduced active inflammatory lesions. Similar benefits were observed in patients
receiving the experimental product (Ziferon) and initial
treatment (Betaferon) in MRI follow-up data.
The trial results demonstrated no significant difference
in efficacy and safety parameters between Ziferon and
Betaferon treated groups. The same reduction found in
the relapse rate provided some clinical insights into the
relative efficacy of the experimental products (Ziferon).
The mean total EDSS score changes between the two
study groups was not statistically significant at 24-month
follow-up. The disability progression trend, along with
EDSS changes, remained steady in both groups. This
finding can indicate the non-inferiority of Ziferon to Betaferon in terms of efficacy outcomes; as MRI lesions
and EDSS progression in RRMS patients by considering
lower cost of biosimilar product treatment. These results
are compatible with the previous study findings [15, 16].
Treatment with INF-β is associated with safety concerns. Its most commonly reported adverse effects are the
following: injection site reactions and flu-like symptoms,
including myalgia, fevers, chills, and fatigue [17, 18].
Regarding the observed side effects, the safety profile of
both INF-β-1-b products was consistent with previous
trials. The most common adverse effects of Ziferon in
terms of safety and tolerability profiles regard the treatment selection, depending on patients’ characteristics and
potential comorbidities.

each group reported one case of injection site reaction
and both groups showed similar rates in this respect.

Conclusion
The obtained data suggested that Ziferon, as a biosimilar recombinant product, has the equivalent efficacy and
safety profile to Betaferon. It is an effective alternative
for treating RRMS patients with an acceptable safety
profile and efficacy results.
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The frequency of AEs concerning severity was similar
between the study groups. These AEs were partly related
to injection site reactions. At least 70% of patients in
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